
 

 

 

 

Welcome or welcome back in our Locanda LA VIA DEL SALE. Once upon a time, in Po Valley, there was an important “salt way” 

that joined Marchesato of Saluzzo with France.  The “customs-office” was in Revello and the track passed a few  meters away 

from the current inn. We therefore felt it necessary to give a name to our structure that evoked the glorious past of the valley. 

Today the inn maintains a rigorous mountain style in its furnishings and its aesthetics using wood and local stone. Over the 

years, the shelter has improved the services ... molding to the new needs proposed by guests: you will find rooms all with 

private bathroom, sheets, towels, hairdryer, courtesy kit, TV, fan, fridge in the room (fridge only for some rooms) ... but without 

distorting its essence of refuge. You can rent bikes or snowshoes and you can find information leaflets on excursions or 

itineraries. The furnishings, in rigorous mountain style, remain sober, simple, rustic and above all flexible to allow the 

modification of their lay-out according to the user (groups or couples, sporting or working tourism). Our shelter offers cleaning 

of the bathrooms and changing towels every 2 nights, changing sheets every 4 nights. Breakfast is available in the hotel, by 

reservation. And above all, we must not forget that we have kept the philosophy of the proposed prices unchanged: nature, for 

us, is beautiful in every season ... and in every season, you will find the same price! 

Sometimes, our structure is compared to a hotel or a B&B, but we prefer to call it a five-star refuge. We trust that what has 

been said, can help you choose more consciously where to spend your holiday! 

 

 

 

ABOUT OUR LOCANDA 



 

 

Excursions with Nature Guide:                            half day, up to 20 people, 70 euros 

                                                                                    full day, up to 20 people, 100 euros 

                                                                                    POSSIBLE EXCURSIONS ALL YEAR 

Stay at the LA VIA DEL SALE Inn: 

Price, per room, per night: 

Single € 30 / Double € 52 / Triple € 62 / Quadruple € 72  

Breakfast € 3 per person 

OPENING MARCH-NOVEMBER continuous (always on reservation)           WINTER PERIOD special openings 

CHECK-IN 17.30 -22 or SELF-CHECK-IN (to be agreed, for allowing the guest to arrive at different times) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ASSOCIAZIONE NATURALISTICA RIFUGIO VESULUS c/o Locanda LA VIA DEL SALE          via segheria, 4     120030 Sanfront (CN) 

Tel. +39 349 7922428           c.f. e p.iva 03076780042             mail  info@rifugiovesulus.it                mail-pec   rifugiovesulus@pec.it 

 

OUR PRICES  AND CONTACT 2023 



 

 

La LOCANDA LA VIA DEL SALE is reachable by bus (ATI BUS) starting  from Torino and Saluzzo, Sanfront city center bus stop. 

LOCANDA is really close to VIA VALLE PO (main way of Po Valley): 

-main entrance from Via Segheria for cars 

-second entrance from Via Mombracco for bus 

 

 

 

HOW TO REACH OUR LOCANDA 

VIA VALLE PO  

VIEW IN HIGH 

VALLEY 

DIRECTION, 

ARRIVING  FROM 

SALUZZO 

VIA MOMBRACCO,  go on for  100 mt  



 

 

OUR  GALLERY 


